
 

Inspired by biology, scientists created new
tiny tubes that could help with water
purification and tissue engineering
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Scientists at PNNL have created a new family of nanotubes that are composed of
peptide-like molecules called peptoids. These nanotubes start out as small
droplets that come together to form a cell-membrane-like sheet. Then the sheet
folds at one end and zips closed into a tube. Credit: PNNL
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Materials scientists, led by a team at the Department of Energy's Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, designed a tiny tube that rolls up and
zips closed.

These hollow nanotubes are thousands of times smaller than a strand of
human hair and could help with water filtration, tissue engineering and
many other applications.

The tubes were inspired by protein structures called microtubules that
reside in cells, according to PNNL's Chun-Long Chen.

"The structure of the cell is so beautiful," said Chen, a materials chemist
who conceived of and directed the project. "We wanted to create a
synthetic system that mimics the microtubule structure and is stable
enough for a variety of technical applications."

Chen, his PNNL colleagues and their collaborators published their
findings this week in Nature Communications.

Mimicking microtubules

Microtubules are tiny hollow tubes that help keep DNA organized during
cell division and form highways for shuttling contents around in the cell.

These cellular roads are composed of long chains of proteins that come
together into a rigid, but hollow, tube. Microtubules have a uniform but
dynamic structure, and they inspire scientists like Chen.

Chen's group hopes to use tiny hollow tubes like microtubules to create a
robust water filtration system that would catch salt or other molecules
inside and let pure water escape out the other end. In addition, they want
to monitor how stem cells adapt to different environments by studying
how the cells change while they grow on these tubes.
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But the researchers can't use microtubules themselves for these projects.
Microtubules may be rigid and responsive, but they're also susceptible to
temperature changes and microbes.

For example, "if we want to use microtubules for water filtration, you
don't want to have a filter that can be eaten by bacteria," said Chen.

So the team set about making a synthetic version of microtubules using
protein-like molecules called peptoids. Like proteins, peptoids are
composed of a repeating pattern of building blocks with slight variations,
but peptoids are more stable.

These new nanotubes form in a unique way. First, small peptoid particles
come together to form a sheet. Then the sheet closes at one end and rolls
into a seamless tube.

Nano toolkit

To characterize the nanotubes, the scientists used a variety of techniques,
including some at the Advanced Light Source and the Molecular
Foundry, two DOE Office of Science User Facilities at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.

Chen and his team discovered that these nanotubes are highly tailorable.
The group could control a tube's size, diameter, thickness and stiffness
by adjusting the tube composition or changing the acidity of the solution.

To test the rigidity of the nanotubes, Chen's team put pressure on
individual nanotubes and measured how they changed shape. The tubes
have a rigidity that falls between biological tissue and harder substances
like glass and mica, which, said Chen, is great for the types of
experiments he hopes to do.
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But Chen doesn't want to stop there. For him, the goal is to create
something that mimics nature in structure and function.

"Nature has offered us all kinds of beautiful examples," he said. "Fish
can take in water from the sea without having to worry about high salt
conditions. If we could mimic this behavior by building artificial cell
membranes containing these nanotubes, we could solve some of the big
problems facing our world today."

  More information: Haibao Jin et al, Designable and dynamic single-
walled stiff nanotubes assembled from sequence-defined peptoids, 
Nature Communications (2018). DOI: 10.1038/s41467-017-02059-1
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